
Transparencies simplify die variety identification
Steve Grabowski (#3409)

One of the most frustrating tasks in collecting perfins is the iden tifica tion
of die varieties. As a beginner and not knowing any better, I overlay the
perfin on the design in the catalog and after moving it around finally feel

comfortable that I have found the proper die variety. This may involve doing
this procedure many times for each variety, with no real certainty that I've iden
tified the variety.

I've experienced the same problem, not quite as difficult , with usingthe alu
minum perforation gages. On a business trip to London in the late fifties I was
browsing at the Stanley Gibbons stamp store and found a transparent gage
which can measure perforations very accurately. Since then, Linn's has pro
duced a very similar gage.

That made me wonder why I couldn't do the same thing-that is , put a per
fin design on a transparency-which would make the identification of die varie
ties very simple. These transparencies could also facilitate the identification of
perfms on covers.

Realizing that photocopying does not always produce accurate copies, which
would be required for perfin die variety identification, I decided to study the
varia tion s of photocopied perfin designs on transparencies. Two photocopiers
were studied, along with copies produced by computer scanning/printing tech
niques.

The varia tion s were the same for the two copiers and the scanner, zero in the
vertical and 1/32 of an inch in the horizontal over a span of 7-3 / 16 of an inch
(bo rder to border in the vertical and horizontal of the perfin catalog page).
Translating this variation by proportioning to the width of a perfin design (1/2
inch), the deviation from the catalog image is 0.0022 of an inch. For those more
familiar with millimeters, 0.055mm. This amounts to the thickness of a very
fine human hair. I feel this deviation is acceptable when identifying perfm die
varie ties, unless you care to split hairs.

I found using these transparencies facilitates identification on mounted
stamps, face or reverse up, as well as stamps on covers even with the designs
reversed.

The only problem so far is that the computer scanned/printed transparen
cies do not hold the ink firmly and with frequent use some of the ink peels off.
This has not been the problem with transparencies made by photocopiers.

I would appreciate comments from Club members for or against the above
method for die variety identification.

You can write Steve at 315 East Lynnwood Avenue, Arlington Heights, IL 60004

New cancel
punch on Ecuador

A new cancel punch
has shown up on an
Ecuador fiscal stamp.
The pattern consists of
the world ANOTADO in
an oval. It was brought
to our attention by
Bob Schwerdt (#505L).
Jeff Turnbull of Wales
found it and sent a
copy to Schwerdt.

Karl Lougee revised
and updated an illus
trated listing of perfms
on Schermack Type III
coils. The original list
ing was published in
1969. PauIT.Jackson ,
a high school teacher
in Middlesex, NJ , was
given a life member
ship in the Perfins
Club-the membership
was a gift from his stu
dents!

This interesting combination
of the TRAV perfin (T81)
and a U.S. Navy FREE

MAIL cancel showed up on a re
cent eBay auction. The cover
apparently was mailed aboard a
Navy ship during World War II
by someone using a stamped
self-addressed envelope sup
plied by the insurance company.
The only other marking on the
cover is a Naval Censor hand
stamp with pen initials.
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